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Understanding (and Conquering)
Communication Apprehension
H. John Baldll'in, Ph.D.. Virginia P. Richmond. Ph.D.. James C. McCroskey.

£d.D.. and Bruce A. Berger. Ph.D.

Pharmacists u./ien say they would like! in the back of the pharmacy, typing
/0 provide information to patients but
labels and transferring pills from big
that patiems don't ask them questions. ! bottles into little bottles. There was
77/e exte1lt to which pharmacist-patiem
i justification for that stereotype. Phar- i
communication takes place depends I macy's Code of Ethics forbade discus- ~

!

U/1 the predisposilion

afthe

I sion

pharmacist

of drug

therapy

with

patients,

am/lor the patiem to communicate. ! Pharmacy students in that era were'
Eilher the pharmacist or the patient;
taught not to talk about prescriptions
may he quiel, shy. or anxious about.
with patients but to refer them back to
silUations I~'here they must talk to I their prescribing physician if they had:
people. Since we may not be able to ; any questions.
influence the patiem:~ predisposition.;
Pharmacy's philosophy has changed
lI'e must chanRe ourselves. Tested;
180°' in recent years. Today's pharmamethods u.f assessing and overcoming!
cist is encouraged to talk with patients.
C'OII/munication apprehension
are i Many pharmacy schools have added
(![/t'red.
;
communication courses to their curri: cula. Publications designed to improve
From the 1940s into the 1970s. the - communication
are being read by
stereotype of the pharmacist was that;
many pharmacists.
Patients
expect
of a closed-mouthed person hidden
more. too. Nearly 74% of pharmacists
from public view behind a high counter'
report that their patients rely more on
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them for professional advice about
medicine than they did two years ago.1
Despite these trends, the stereotype
of the withdrawn

j shown

,

persists.

that

only

a limited amount

IIj

pharmacist-patient
communiC;tlil'r.
actually takes place.2-~ [n one ~tuc \ ,
only 37% of patients had recein:d at
least some verbal information ahout
how much medication to take. ho\\
often to take it, when it could be
refilled, precautions, and side effects
from the pharmacist or "someone in
the pharmacy."1.3 InterestingLy, 35%
said they had received no information
from either the physician or the pharmacist.1.4
A number of plausible explanations

have been suggested for the low level of
pharmacist-patient
communication.
One frequently heard from pharmacists
is. "I'd like to talk to patients and
provide them information.
but they
never ask me any questions." There is
some truth to this remark. According
to one study, only 3% of'patients ask
their pharmacist q uestions.1
A recent Harris survey conducted
for the Food and Drug Administration
concluded that "the length and thoroughness of doctor-patient
and pharmacist-patient
communicalion~
art:
likely to improve dramatically
only if
patients ask more questions."4 H owever. there are at least six reasons why
this does not happen: (I) From the
patients' perspective, they simply might
not know what to ask. (2) The pharmacist is a trusted authority and presumably would tell patients if there
was anything they needed to know. (3)
; The physical environment,
which is
Dr. Baldwin is Professor and Chairman. Behavioral and Administrative Pharmacy, School
of Pharmacy, West VirginiaUniversityMedical
Center. Morgantown. Dr. Richmond is Associate

Professor and Dr. McCroskeyis Professor and

.
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University Dr. Berger is Assistant Profe",H "I
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Data from a number of studies have
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Either patient or pharmacist
will initiate conversation
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and/or Irrelevant
Patient must initiate
conversation
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III. Deficient Communication:

IV. I"effectual Communication

.

.

C5iii
u
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Patient will not ask questions'

or appear responsive
I

=E
~E0

.

u

;

Pharmacist willencourage
questions and attempt to
d d.

f

r

supp y nee e In orma Ion
Pharmacist must initiate
conversation
-.

(4) Since

the pharmacist is a respected

professional. some people might consider it presumptuous to ask questions.
(5) As mentioned. the stereotype of
pharmacists as closed-mouth individuals who are unwilling to provide
information persists. (6) The patient
might simply be shy.
To summarize. the communicillion
prohlem between pharmacists and pali~'nh

is twofold.

First,

.
.

Patient will not ask questions'

Pharmacist will not supply

needed information
.,
. .
Neither patient nor pharmacist
will initiate conversation

u_-.

under the pharmacist's control. may
not he conducive to patient counseling.

pharmacists

fed that questions from patients arc
needed and should be encouraged. but
patients arc not asking as many questions as they should. Seco"d. a sizable
number of patients don't recei,'e information about medication from either
their pharmacist or physician. Yet.
"there is no evidence that doctors or
pharmacists actively discourage questions.'"
The Pharmacist-Patient Paradi2m
A patient's shyness or anxiety about
communicating may be a major block
to any discussion between the pharmacist and patient. A patient with this

emotional continuum. -~ Alone end is
i the shyness adopted hy an indi\ idual
i! who generally prefers solitude. These
'i people probaby do not see shyness as a

Pharmacist will he:ltate to
;: problem for themscl\es. although the
answer,.seem evaSive,abrupt.
professional prnhkms mentioned aom'e

lit(/)
ell......
~OI

:::c
Iit-

Inside the Inlrm erl
Shyne.u.
We all 1..111\\\people \\ hl1
don't talk much and tend to I..eep to
themselves.
Shyness has neen descrioed as "an
attribute which ~pan, a wide hcha\ioral-

--.

II. Deficient CommunIcation!
. Patient will ask questions
.
.,

Patient will ask questions
Pharmacist will answer
questions readily and supply
needed information

-

_...-

I

I. Good Communication

(/)

--

...

.

~

kind of attitude would not approach;
the pharmacist with many questions.
But this does not totally explain why
35% of patients feel they do not receive.
the information they need. If the pharmacist also is shy and fears communieating. then a double-bind situation!
exists. making the likelihood of any
communication taking place extremely
slim.
The Chart illustrates the pharmacistpatient communication paradigm. In
quae/rant I. conditions for communication between patient and pharmacist
are most effective. In quadrants /I and
l! I. either the pharmacist or the patient
must encourage talk from the other. In
quadrant JV. neither will encourage
talk: hence. an ineffective. if not detrimental. relationship for communication
exists. Necessary questions will not be
asked. encouraged. nor answered in
this instance.
It is obvious that shyness can restrict
talk between the pharmacist and patient. Since we may not be able to
red uce the patient's anxieties about
communicating. we need to focus on
our own.

:
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I
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I
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Patient

probably exist. In Ihe middle "are
people whose ~hyness is associated
with lack of self-confidence. inadequate
social skills. and embarrassment at
being the focus of attention. all leading
to the avoidance of communication.
At the extreme end arc the 'chronically'
shy,. who avoid communication to escape any risks of damaging self-esteem
and to avoid the extreme anxiety associated with social interaction.Over 40t;'i of people consider themselves shy.~ Approximately a third of
pharmacy students describe themseh es
as shy. but more than -fOCiof them do
not consider their shyness to be a
pro blem. 7
Perception or Qllict People. Verhal
behavior is extremciy important in the
way it affects communication and perceptions. In the American culture. the
more a person talks. even if to an
almost unbelievable degree. the more
positively that person is perceived
(unless. of course. what is said is
offensive). Thus. quiet people often are
stigmatized as unfriendly. unresponsive. and more anxiolls. Their failure
to make eye contact \\ ith others further
feeds the mnh.
In addition. qUiet people are perceived as being. bs competent. even
though no meaning.ful relationship has
been found between inteIligence and
how much a person talks. For example.
the quiet pharmacist might be thought
to be less competent than the outgoing
one who comes from behind the counter
and voluntarily instructs the patient in
how to use a medication. Also. quiet
people are unlikely to go out of their
way to offer opinions and. since they
often are percei\'ed by others to be
less competent. they arc less likely to
be asked for their opinions and ad\ ice
anyway.
. .
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Communication Apprehension
Communication apprehension
is the most widely studied cause
desire to avoid communication.
been defined as "an individual's
of fear or anxiety associated

(CA)
of the
It has
level
with

!

either real or anticipated communica-

.

tion with another

person or persons. '''X

People who have a high degree of
CA will have a very low desire to
communicate. They will avoid communication to avoid the anxiety that
accompanies it. and they often will not
be concerned about whether their attempts to communicate are successful.
: People with a low degree of CA will
attempt more communication and often
will work harder to make it effective.
Fear or anxiety associated with
(l1l11munication may' be general or
~r~'~'ific.When it is general. it renects a
typ,' of personality trait in an individual.
-;\;'.11;r r::rson tends to respond to the
'd: ,j (If lomrnunilating

...

_10.
_11.
_12.
_13.
.

_14.
_15.
_16.
_17.
_18.
_19.

I

I
I

municating with paticnts let alone
physicians. Much of this is undoubtedly
normal. However. as the newness of
the situation wears off and students
gain confide~cein their ability to com-

I municate. the anxiety drops. For stuI dents with high CA. however. the
! anxiety persists. Regardless of how
; they
:

actually

perform.

they

belicve

they have failed. which reinforces their
.\'U \'cl11hcr,' Dcn'l11hcr

/983
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and pharmal:ists
\\ 1111lad" the s~dl,
and. therefore. ;1\ oid uHl1munil:atiu~
or handle thel11sd\ L'Spoorl~ \\ hen tlll'~
do. There arl' olh~'fs \\ houudouhlnl1\
have good s\...iH...hUI \.'l'rtain situatlon's
generate the an\iL'I~. (Hhers ha\L' holh
communication apprdll'nsion and poor
skills.
For pharmacists
\\ilhlllll
,\...alls.
training and pral.til'L' arc appropliatl".
However.
for tllOs\.' \\ith hi!!h-Il'\el
CA. trainin!! is not sulficient. In fact.
traditional specd! antI UHl1l11Unication
-------

Exercises in CommunicationCommunication Apprehension

I dislike participating in group discussions.
Generally, I am comfortable while participating in group discussions.
I am tense and nervous while participating in group discussions.
I like to get involvedin group discussions.
Engaging in a group discussion with new people makes me tense
and nervous.
I am calm and relaxed while particpating in group discussions.
Generally, I am nervous when I have to participate in meetings.
Usually, I am calm and relaxed while participating in meetings.
I am very calm and relaxed when I am called upon to express an
opinion at meetings.
I am afraid to express myself at meetings.
Communicating at meetings usually makes me uncomfortable.
I am very relaxed 'when answering questions at meetings.
While participating in a conversation with a new acquaintance, I

_6.
_7.
_8.
_9.

I

.

.

_3.
_4.
_5.

i anxiety-producingsituation. However.

:

...

_1.
_2.

:

: dents do not feel comfortable com-

, --~--'-

This personal report of communication apprehension (PRCA) is composed
of 24 statements concerning your feelings about communication with other
people. Please indicate in the space provided the degree to which each
statement applies to you by marking 1 (strongly agree). 2 (agree). 3
(undecided), 4 (disagree), or 5 (strongly disagree). There are no right or
wrong answers. Many of the statements are similar to other statements. Do
not be concerned about this. Work quickly, just recording your first impression

with anxiety.

I

:-'' .

negative feelings about communication and their desire to avoid it.
To fulfill their professional role.
introverted pharmacists must identify
their level of communication apprehension (see Exercises in Communication)
and then attempt to conquer it.
Overcoming Communication Apprehension. It is important to recognize
that communication apprehension and
communication skills are two distinct
dimensions of the communication process. There may be pharmacy students

!~L:rdk~.. of the nature ortl1l' situation.
WII::11tll\: CA level is high. ;1person is
likely to feel very uneasy \\ hen there
seems to be no apparent rcason. (eg.
0 talking to another pharmacist. talking
to a patient. answering the telephone).
Specific CA is produced by the
circumstances surrounding a particular
communication
encounter.
Public
i speaking is probably the most common
. it is normal to react this way. 1 ~
national study found that the number
I fear of people was speaking in public.
0 experienced by more than 70':( of the
! adult population.6
Almost everybody feels some level
: of CA in some situations or with some
i person or persons. This is normal.
However. approximately 20('~,of the
! population has high CA. The percen: tage is the same for pharmacy students.7-9 In schools of pha rmacy. stu-

''"""''':''''7:-::

i --20.
--21.
--22.

. i

--23.
--24.

feel very nervous.
I have no fear of speaking up in conversations.
Ordinarily, I am very tense and nervous in conversations.
Ordinarily, I am very calm and relaxed in conversations.
While conversing with a new acquaintance. I feel very relaxed.
I'm afraid to speak up in conversations.
I have no fear of giving a speech.
Certain parts of my body feel very tense and rigid while I give
a speech.
I feel relaxed while giving a speech.
My thoughts become confused and jumbled when I am giving a
speech.
I face the prospect of giving a speech with confidence.
While giving a speech I get so nervous, I forget facts I really know.
To Compute Your PRCA Score:

1. Make a separate totat of the following items: 2,4.6,8.9,
12. 14, 16,17.19,21.23.
2. Make a separate total of the following items: 1.3.5. 7. 10. 11. 13. IS, 18.20.22,24.
3. Your PRCA Score

k__- 52-79

= 72 -'- Total

~_:!.~~~alCA.

1

-

-'

Total 2. Above 79
-

-

= High

CA. below

52

= Low CA:

.
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